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Open your third eye blind.

The Tales From
After World

The Miracle of the Loaves and Fishes.
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Introduction
「マタイによる福音書 22:29」

マタイ A.D. 82 / http://www.h6.dion.ne.jp/˜nbc/
Q) You're misunderstanding.
This is because you don't really know of the bible and the power of god. (UQ

Don't be afraid, our friends.
From now on, we'll tell you the truth of this world structure….
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■Contention 1
a) "Afterworld "

1. Afterworld, the world after death, exists. Empirically proven. Actual voice is here.

Prof. やまおり 2003 / 国際日本文化研究センター教授 山折哲雄 /
http://www.aleph.to/newcentury/science/reincarnation/1-owari.html
Q)After

my

supernatural

experience,

my

image

for

death

changed.

Something out of this world exists, and death seems to be the transportation to such
another world. (UQ

2. Existence of afterworld is widely accepted all over the world.

NewYork Times 2001
http://www.nytimes.com/library/magazine/home/20010114mag-atheism.html
Q) Every year, surveyors like Gallup and the National Opinion Research Center ask
Americans whether they believe in God, and every year the same overwhelming
majority, anywhere from 92 to 97 percent, say yes. Devils and angels alike, it seems,
are in the details. In one survey, 80 percent profess belief in life after death. True to
the spirit of American optimism, an even greater percentage -- 86 percent -- say
they believe in heaven, while a slightly lower number, 76 percent, subscribe to a
belief in hell. (UQ

3. Nobel Prize winner scientist also agreed with existence of afterworld.

冨山詩曜

2002 / http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/˜qr7s-tmym/ITC/Lawyer8.htm

Q) Excellent and famous necromancer, Mrs. バイパー had won the doubtful people
again and again. After research, a lot of most excellent scientist and scholars agreed
that she completely proved that the existence of world after death. Nobel Prize
Winner Prof.リシェ wrote in his books, " (omit) Though Prof. ハイスロップ had
criticized supernatural phenomenon most intensely, finally he accepted the
correctness of her power. He changed his thought and accepted afterworld". (UQ
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b) "Judgement Day"

1. Now, we are living in the present world. However after death, we have to accept the
judgement.

なかすぎ 2003 / 中杉

弘 /

http://www.jade.dti.ne.jp/˜shingun/genri/genri1̲11.html
Q) If the beginning exists, surely the end exists. (omit) Originally, human also
have the eternal life like god. However, human had been against the order of god.
This is called "original sin", and because of it, after death, people are judged by their
behavior and sorted for heaven and hell. (UQ

2. The standard of judgement is the degree of luxury.

みずき 2002 / 民俗研究家 水木しげる /
http://yj.shueisha.co.jp/sp/mizuki/13/3.html
Q) ケルベロス is like a dog and it has three heads. They roar fiercely and tear
sinner into pieces. (omit) Into this hell, rich people who always enjoy
gorgeous foods will fall. So, there exist many fat people. ケルベロス cut out the
body of them and eat the organ of sinners. (omit) They enjoyed the luxury,
warmness, entertainment and alcohol in the human life world. However, now they
are bothered by the dirt, coldness and rain. (UQ
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c) "Luxury Japan"

1. Now, Japan uses a lot of fossil fuel and emits a lot of CO2.

Professor 石 1999 /弘光/一橋大学学長/環境税とは何か

P１０/岩波新書

Q) Considering a contribution of it, carbon dioxide accounts for 90% of all,
moreover such carbon dioxide is mostly made from energy resources. The society
that uses a lot of energy is made from mass production, mass consumption, and
mass abandonment. (omit)Thanks to present economic growth, our standard of
living has been heighten and the lifestyle of mass production, mass consumption,
and mass abandonment which does much harm to environment becomes our daily
lifestyle, and carrying out the much convenience of our daily life causes these
problem. (UQ

2. Moreover, Japanese is the most luxury people in the world. Statistically proven.

塩ビ工業・環境協会 2002 / http://www.vec.gr.jp/mag/06/
Q) In other words, even if the cost of electricity increases a little, Japanese people
will never stop the use of cooler in summer because of their luxury. (omit) In
Japan the cost to cut down CO2 is highest in the world, and it means that Japan is
the most luxury country all over the world. I cannot help feeling shame, but its not
personal problem but macro economical problem. So we shouldn't shame it. (UQ

3. Then, most luxury Japanese people will fall into the hell and ケルベロス will eat us.
C/A b) 2nd card.

d) As a luxury, for example, people are driving car and cause a lot of traffic accidents.

Researcher Brown 2002/ Lester R. Brown/ Eco Economy/家の光協会/2002/p.314
Q) The report from earth council in 97 argued, " Automobile holds our society into
slavery as it liberated individual.
concrete road and used for driving.

Every day, a lot of nice farms are changed into
Every month, many people which is same to the

population of 1 cities are killed by traffic accidents and air pollution." (UQ
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■Contention 2
a) "Heaven and Hell"

1. If we fall into the hell, we will get much more pain than joy in the present world.
Moreover, this pain will keep on forever.

西三中島キリスト恵み教会

2002

http://www.d1.dion.ne.jp/˜chrch̲/nb/honnbunn/jigokutoha̲1.htm
Q) In the present world, even if pain keeps on, we know that it has the end. So
compared with the pain in the hell, pain in the present world is very standable. On
the other hand, in the hell, pain keeps on forever and time never goes by. Terribly,
it never have the end. (omit) They are burned with body that cannot die again.
(UQ
2. The benefit in afterworld will completely outweigh the benefit in this present world.

Islam Guide 2002 / http://www.islam-guide.com/jp/ch3-5.htm
Q) The life in after world, it is the true life. Also in this place, we can live with spirit
and body. (omit) ムハンマド compared the afterworld and present world and said.
The value of present life is like when we put our finger into the sea. In other words,
compared with the afterworld, the value of present world is only several drops of
water from the great ocean. (UQ

3. If we go to heaven, we can get at least 10 times more benefit than suffer in present
world.

Islam Guide 2002 /
http://www.islam-guide.com/jp/frm-for-comments.htm
Q) According to the ムハンマド, even the lowest level people in the heaven can
accept 10 times more things than they wanted in the present world. Whatever they
want, 10 times. (UQ

4. Decision Rule : We should respect the benefit in afterworld much more than the
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benefit in this present world, because the scale is absolutely different. C/A a) 1st, 2nd
and 3rd cards.

b) In Japan, by traffic accident, million of people are killed and injured every year.

国土交通省 99 /
http://www.pdc.npa.go.jp/hakusyo/h11/h110500.html
Q) In 1998, the number of death by traffic accident is more than 9 thousands and
0.99 million people are injured. (UQ

■Plan
1. shall impose carbon taxes on all fossil fuels.
2. Tax rate shall be 1 trillion yen per 1 carbon ton. This is about 0.5 billion yen per 1
litter of gasoline.
3. shall

impose

carbon

taxes

when

they

are

manufactured

or

material or products which contain carbon that will be emitted as CO2.
4. shall take the border tax adjustment.

imported,
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■Contention 3
a) "Happy Life in Afterworld"

1. After plan, if we want to use 1 litter of fossil fuel, we have to pay about 0.5 billion yen
tax. So, surely all people have to stop using fossil fuel.

2. The main cause of luxury is use of fossil fuel.

Prosecute 2002 / http://homepage2.nifty.com/prosecute/rain̲jizoku.htm
Q) Now it is criticized that in the rich countries, the increase of production doesn't
leads to satisfaction of the needs and by the creation of needs, production is rather
increasing. (omit) Until today, most energy is created from fossil fuel such as
coal, fossil oil and gases. (UQ

3. Then, after plan, people have to stop the luxury and our sin will linearly decrease.
C/A Con 1 b) 2nd.

4. If we try to follow the order of god, our sin will be gradually eliminated and we can
go to heaven.

St. モ ス ナ ー ド ・ ア マ ハ ド

2002 / Mosnad Ahmad / http://www.islam-

guide.com/jp/frm-for-comments.htm
Q) Your greatest god is the most humane. (omit) If you actually make good
action, from 10 times to 700 times of them will be recorded. Moreover, if someone
try to do bad thing, reconsider and stop it, it will be also recorded as good action.
(UQ
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b) "Happy Life in Present World"

1. Even without fossil fuel, we can live happily. Empirically proven in Edo era.

あら かわ 2000 / Univ. of Nagoya

荒河 一城 / http://krd.roshy.human.nagoya-

u.ac.jp/˜rep2000/arakawa/arakawa4.html
Q) Living without fossil fuel means that we go back to Edo era. (omit) Problem is the
duty to give half of rice to サムライ. (omit) Normally, it is said that riot
of farmer came from their poverty. However, it should be wrong. If farmers are
really poor, they will no longer have power to make riot. (omit) Even with some
exception, Edo era was the most happy time for Japanese farmers. (UQ

2. Moreover, now, ベクショー city in Sweden actually succeeded to stop using fossil
fuel completely.

日本貿易振興会 2002/
http://www.melma.com/mag/69/m00051369/a00000017.html
Q) In 1993, ベクショー City in Sweden with 75 thousands people decided that they
will no longer use fossil fuel, and draw attention all over the world. (omit) To
realize this plan, one of the measures is the use of energy from wood. (UQ

3. After plan, cars will surely disappear. So all of traffic accidents will be solved.
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This is Rebirth.
Not Reverse Voter.
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■Case Support
1. Even if people die from jobless and hunger, as long as they follow the order of god, they
can go to heaven. Empirically proven.

フランダースの犬 1975 /
http://www001.upp.so-net.ne.jp/meisaku/meisaku/furand/furand.html
Q) After ジェハン died, because of misunderstanding, ネロ lost his job. Moreover, his
picture fell in competition, though it was his last hope. Then, ネロ and パトラッシュ
had to leave away their home. (omit) Under the moon light, on the picture of ルーベ
ンス, they died because of coldness and starvation. However, they were taken away to
the heaven, with happy smile. (UQ

2. If Japanese industries get collapse, surely people have to stop luxury more and more. So
their DA rather supports our AD scenario.

